CLEANING
With the unit turned off and cool to the touch, use a 50/50 solution of vinegar and water and a clean soft cloth to remove dirt and fingerprints. Clean frame before and after start-up and again anytime oil or fingerprints are present. When heated, oil from fingerprints or left over from manufacturing can permanently discolor the plating.

INSTALLATION
1. With the unit turned off and cool to the touch, remove barrier screen by pulling up and away from unit. See Figure 1.

2. Bend 4 hand bend tabs and remove barrier screen from frame. See Figures 2a and 2b.

3. Place screen into Bevel Decorative Frame with screen side closest to Bevel Decorative Frame. Bend the tabs against the screen to hold in place. See Figures 3a and 3b.
4. Install the Bevel Decorative Frame assembly onto the glass frame on the four screws. See Figure 4.